
High School Algebra 1 Mathematics Blueprint 

In the three years prior to Algebra I, students have already begun their study of algebraic concepts. They have investigated variables and 
expressions, solved equations, constructed and analyzed tables, used equations and graphs to describe relationships between quantities, 
and studied linear equations and systems of linear equations. 
 
The fundamental purpose of this course is to formalize and extend the mathematics that students learned in the middle grades. Because it is 

built on the middle grades standards, this is a more ambitious version of Algebra I than has generally been offered. The instructional focuses 

deepen and extend understanding of linear and exponential relationships by contrasting them with each other and by applying linear models 

to data that exhibit a linear trend, and students engage in methods for analyzing, solving, and using quadratic functions. The Mathematical 

Practice standards apply throughout Math I and together with the content standards prescribe that students experience math as a coherent, 

useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make sense of problem situations. 

Suggested 
Quarter/Time 

Instructional 
Focus 1 
(ALG1IF1) 

CCSS Mathematical Content CCSS Mathematical 
Practice 

Content 

 
1

st
/15 days 

 

 
Relationships 
between  
Quantities and 
Reasoning with 
Equations 

 
Reason quantitatively and use units to solve 
problems. 
N.Q.1 - Use Clusters as a way to understand 

problems and to guide the solution of multi-
step problems; choose and interpret Clusters 
consistently in formulas; choose and interpret 
the scale and the origin in graphs and data 
displays. 
N.Q.2  - Define appropriate quantities for the 

purpose of descriptive modeling. 
N.Q.3 - Choose a level of accuracy appropriate to 

limitations on measurement when reporting 
quantities. 
Interpret the structure of expressions. 

A.SSE.1 - Interpret expressions that represent 

a quantity in terms of its context. Limit to linear 

expressions and to exponential expressions 

with integer exponents.  

a. Interpret parts of an expression, such as 
terms, factors, and coefficients. 

b. Interpret complicated expressions by viewing 
one or more of their parts as a single entity. 
For example, interpret P(1+r)

n
 as the product 

of P and a factor not depending on P. 
Create equations that describe numbers or 
relationships. 

 
Directly addressed practices 
are underlined  
 

1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 

2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 

3. Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of 
others. 

4. Model with mathematics. 

5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 

6. Attend to precision. 
7.  Look for and make use of 

structure. 
8. Look for and express 

regularity in repeated 
reasoning. 

 
myOER: 

 

Wild Water Adventure 
 
Sorting Equations & Identities 

 

Lesson examples above 
address at least one (or 

more) of the Common Core 

State Standards included in 
this Instructional Focus. To 

find more lessons for this 
instructional focus, please 

use the Advanced Search 

and type the keyword – 
ALG1IF1.  
 
Teacher: 
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A.CED.1 - Create equations and inequalities in 

one variable and use them to solve problems. 

Include equations arising from linear and 

quadratic functions, and simple rational and 

exponential functions. 

A.CED.2 - Create equations in two or more 

variables to represent relationships between 

quantities; graph equations on coordinate axes 

with labels and scales. 

A.CED.3 - Represent constraints by equations 

or inequalities, and by systems of equations 

and/or inequalities, and interpret solutions as 

viable or non-viable options in a modeling 

context. For example, represent inequalities 

describing nutritional and cost constraints on 

combinations of different foods. 

A.CED.4 - Rearrange formulas to highlight a 

quantity of interest, using the same reasoning as 

in solving equations. For example, rearrange 

Ohm’s law V = IR to highlight resistance R. 

Understand solving equations as a process of 
reasoning and explain the reasoning. 
A.REI.1 - Explain each step in solving a simple 

equation as following from the equality of numbers 
asserted at the previous step, starting from the 
assumption that the original equation has a 
solution. Construct a viable argument to justify a 
solution method. Focus on and master linear 
equations and be able to extend and apply their 
reasoning to other types of equations in future 
courses. 
Solve equations and inequalities in one 
variable 
A.REI.3 - Solve linear equations and inequalities in 

one variable, including equations with coefficients 
represented by letters. Extend earlier work with 
solving linear equations to solving linear inequalities 
in one variable and to solving literal equations that 
are linear in the variable being solved for. Include 
simple exponential equations that rely only on 
application of the laws of exponents, such as 
5

x
=125 or 2

x
=1/16 
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Suggested 
Quarter/Time 

Instructional 
Focus 2 
(ALG1IF2) 

CCSS Mathematical Content CCSS Mathematical 
Practice 

Content 

 
1

st—
2

nd
/55 days 

 

 
Linear and 
Exponential 
Relationships 

 
Extend the properties of exponents to rational 
exponents. 

N.RN.1  - Explain how the definition of the 

meaning of rational exponents follows from 
extending the properties of integer exponents to 
those values, allowing for a notation for radicals 
in terms of rational exponents. For example, we 
define 5

1/3 
to be the cube root of 5 because we 

want (5
1/3

)
3
 = 5(

1/3
)
3
 to hold, so (5

1/3
)
3
 must equal 

5.) 

N.RN.2 - Rewrite expressions involving radicals 

and rational exponents using the properties of 
exponents. 
Solve systems of equations 

A.REI.5 - Prove that, given a system of two 

equations in two variables, replacing one equation 
by the sum of that equation and a multiple of the 
other produces a system with the same solutions. 

A.REI.6 - Solve systems of linear equations exactly 

and approximately (e.g., with graphs), focusing on 
pairs of linear equations in two variables. Focus on 
justification of the methods used. Include cases 
where the two equations describe the same line 
(yielding infinitely many solutions) and cases where 
two equations describe parallel lines (yielding no 
solution); connect to GPE.5 when it is taught in 
Geometry, which requires students to prove the 
slope criteria for parallel lines. 
Represent and solve equations and 
inequalities graphically 

A.REI.10 - Understand that the graph of an 

equation in two variables is the set of all its 
solutions plotted in the coordinate plane, often 
forming a curve (which could be a line). Focus on 
linear and exponential equations and be able to 
adapt and apply that learning to other types of 
equations in future courses. 

A.REI.11 - Explain why the x-coordinates of the 

points where the graphs of the equations y = f(x) 
and y = g(x) intersect are the solutions of the 
equation f(x) = g(x); find the solutions 
approximately, e.g., using technology to graph the 
functions, make tables of values, or find successive 
approximations. Include cases where f(x) and/or 
g(x) are linear, polynomial, rational, absolute value, 

 
Directly addressed practices 
are underlined  
 

1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 

2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 

3. Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of 
others. 

4. Model with mathematics. 

5. Use appropriate 
tools strategically. 

6. Attend to precision. 
7. Look for and make use of 

structure. 
8.  Look for and express 

regularity in repeated 
reasoning. 

 
myOER: 

 

Walk the Line 
 

Focusing on Graphs 
 
Defining Regions Using 
Inequalities 

 
 
Lesson examples above 
address at least one (or more) of 
the Common Core State 
Standards included in this 
Instructional Focus. To find more 
lessons for this instructional 
focus, please use the 
Advanced Search and type 

the keyword – ALG1IF12.  
 
Teacher: 
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exponential, and logarithmic functions. Focus on 
cases where f(x) and g(x) are linear or exponential.  

A.REI.12 - Graph the solutions to a linear inequality 

in two variables as a half-plane (excluding the 
boundary in the case of a strict inequality), and 
graph the solution set to a system of linear 
inequalities in two variables as the intersection of 
the corresponding half-planes. 
Understand the concept of a function and use 
functions notation 

F.IF.1 - Understand that a function from one set 

(called the domain) to another set (called the range) 
assigns to each element of the domain exactly one 
element of the range. If f is a function and x is an 
element of its domain, then f(x) denotes the output 
of f corresponding to the input x. The graph of f is 
the graph of the equation y = f(x). 

F.IF.2 - Use function notation, evaluate functions for 

inputs in their domains, and interpret statements 
that use function notation in terms of a context. 

F.IF.3 - Recognize that sequences are functions, 

sometimes defined recursively, whose domain is a 
subset of the integers. For example, the Fibonacci 
sequence is defined recursively by f(0) = f(1) = 1, 
f(n+1) = f(n) + f(n-1) for n ≥ 1. 

Students should experience a variety of types of 
situations modeled by functions. Detailed analysis 
of any particular class of functions at this stage is 
not advised. Students should apply these concepts 
throughout their future mathematics courses. 

Draw examples from linear and exponential 
functions. Draw connection between F.IF.3 and 
F.BF.2 which required students to write arithmetic 
and geometric sequences. Emphasize arithmetic 
and geometric sequences as examples of linear 
and exponential functions. 
Interpret functions that arise in applications in 
terms of a context 

F.IF.4 - For a function that models a relationship 

between two quantities, interpret key features of 
graphs and tables in terms of the quantities, and 
sketch graphs showing key features given a verbal 
description of the relationship. Key features include: 
intercepts; intervals where the function is 
increasing, decreasing, positive, or negative; 
relative maximums and minimums; symmetries; 
end behavior; and periodicity. Focus on linear and 
exponential functions. 

F.IF.5 - Relate the domain of a function to its graph 

and, where applicable, to the quantitative 
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relationship it describes. For example, if the 
function h(n) gives the number of person-hours it 
takes to assemble n engines in a factory, then the 
positive integers would be an appropriate domain 
for the function. Focus on linear and exponential 
functions. 

F.IF.6 - Calculate and interpret the average rate of 

change of a function (presented symbolically or as 
a table) over a specified interval. Estimate the rate 
of change from a graph. Focus on linear functions 
and exponential functions whose domain is a 
subset of the integers.  
Analyze functions using different 
representations 

F.IF.7 - Graph functions expressed symbolically 

and show key features of the graph, by hand in 
simple cases and using technology for more 
complicated cases. Focus on linear and exponential 
functions. Include comparisons of two functions 
presented algebraically. For example, compare the 
growth of two linear functions, or two exponential 
functions. 

a. Graph linear and quadratic functions and show 
intercepts, maxima, and minima. 

b.  Graph exponential and logarithmic functions, 
showing intercepts and end behavior, and 
trigonometric functions, showing period, 
midline, and amplitude. 

F.IF.9 - Compare properties of two functions each 

represented in a different way (algebraically, 
graphically, numerically in tables, or by verbal 
descriptions). For example, given a graph of one 
quadratic function and an algebraic expression for 
another, say which has the larger maximum. 
Build a function that models a relationship 
between two quantities 

F.BF.1 - Write a function that describes a 
relationship between two quantities. Limit to 
F.BF.1a, 1b, and 2 to linear and exponential 
functions. 

a. Determine an explicit expression, a recursive 
process, or steps for calculation from a context. 

b. Combine standard function types using 
arithmetic operations. For example, build a 
function that models the temperature of a 
cooling body by adding a constant function to a 
decaying exponential, and relate these 
functions to the model. 

F.BF.2 - Write arithmetic and geometric sequences 

both recursively and with an explicit formula, use 
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them to model situations, and translate between the 
two forms. 
Build new functions from existing functions 

F.BF.3  - Identify the effect on the graph of 

replacing f(x) by f(x) + k, k f(x), f(kx), and f(x + k) for 
specific values of k (both positive and negative); 
find the value of k given the graphs. Experiment 
with cases and illustrate an explanation of the 
effects on the graph using technology. Include 
recognizing even and odd functions from their 
graphs and algebraic expressions for them. 

Focus on vertical translations of graphs of linear 
and exponential functions. Relate the vertical 
translation of a linear function to its y-intercept. 
While applying other transformations to a linear 
graph is appropriate at this level, it may be difficult 
for student to identify or distinguish between the 
effects of the other transformations included in this 
standard.  
Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and 
exponential models and solve problems 

F.LE.1 - Distinguish between situations that can be 

modeled with linear functions and with exponential 
functions. 

a. Prove that linear functions grow by equal 
differences over equal intervals; and that 
exponential functions grow by equal factors 
over equal intervals. 

b.  Recognize situations in which one quantity 
changes at a constant rate per unit interval 
relative to another. 

c.  Recognize situations in which a quantity grows 
or decays by a constant percent rate per unit 
interval relative to another. 

F.LE.2 - Construct linear and exponential functions, 

including arithmetic and geometric sequences, 
given a graph, a description of a relationship, or two 
input-output pairs (include reading these from a 
table). Draw on and consolidate previous work in 
grade 8 on finding equations for lines and linear 
functions. 

F.LE.3 - Observe using graphs and tables that a 

quantity increasing exponentially eventually 
exceeds a quantity increasing linearly, 
quadratically, or (more generally) as a polynomial 
function. Limit to comparisons between linear and 
exponential models. 
Interpret expressions for functions in terms of 
the situation they model 

F.LE.5 - Interpret the parameters in a linear or 
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exponential function in terms of a context. Limit 
exponential functions to those of the form f(x)=b

x
+k 

 

 

 

Suggested 
Quarter/Time 

Instructional 
Focus 3 
(ALG1IF3) 

CCSS Mathematical Content CCSS Mathematical 
Practice 

Content 

 
2

nd-
3

rd
/30 days 

 

 
Descriptive 
statistics 

 
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a 
single count or measurement variable 

S.ID.1 - Represent data with plots on the real 

number line (dot plots, histograms, and box plots). 

S.ID.2 - Use statistics appropriate to the shape of 

the data distribution to compare center (median, 
mean) and spread (interquartile range, standard 
deviation) of two or more different data sets. 

S.ID.3 - Interpret differences in shape, center, and 

spread in the context of the data sets, accounting 
for possible effects of extreme data points (outliers). 

In grades 6-8 students describe center and spread 
in a data distribution. Here they choose a summary 
statistic appropriate to the characteristics of the 
data distribution, such as the shape of the 
distribution or the existence of extreme data points.  
Summarize, represent, and interpret data on 
two categorical and quantitative variables 

S.ID.5 - Summarize categorical data for two 

categories in two-way frequency tables. Interpret 
relative frequencies in the context of the data 
(including joint, marginal, and conditional relative 
frequencies). Recognize possible associations and 
trends in the data.     

S.ID.6 - Represent data on two quantitative 

variables on a scatter plot, and describe how the 
variables are related. Focus on linear models, but 
may be used to preview quadratic functions in unit 
5 of this course. 

a. Fit a function to the data; use functions fitted to 
data to solve problems in the context of the 
data. Use given functions or choose a function 
suggested by the context. Emphasize linear 
and exponential models. 

b. Informally assess the fit of a function by 
plotting and analyzing residuals. 

c. Fit a linear function for a scatter plot that 
suggests a linear association. 

 
Directly addressed practices 
are underlined  
 

1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 

2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 

3. Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of 
others. 

4. Model with mathematics. 

5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 

6. Attend to precision. 
7. Look for and make use of 

structure. 
8. Look for and express 

regularity in repeated 
reasoning. 
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I Know What You Did Last 
Summer 
 
Systems on a Mission 
 
Lesson examples above 
address at least one (or more) of 
the Common Core State 
Standards included in this 
Instructional Focus. To find more 
lessons for this instructional 
focus, please use the 
Advanced Search and type 

the keyword – ALG1IF3.  
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Students model the relationship between two 
numerical variables. In addition to fitting a line to 
data, students assess how well the model fits by 
analyzing residuals. 

Interpret linear models 

S.ID.7 - Interpret the slope (rate of change) and the 

intercept (constant term) of a linear model in the 
context of the data. 

S.ID.8 - Compute (using technology) and interpret 

the correlation coefficient of a linear fit. 

S.ID.9 - Distinguish between correlation and 

causation. 

Introduce the correlation coefficient. The focus is on 
the computation and interpretation of the correlation 
coefficient as a measure of how well the data fit the 
relationship. The important distinction between a 
statistical relationship and a cause-and-effect 
relationship arises in S.ID.9. 

 

 

Suggested 
Quarter/Time 

Instructional 
Focus 4 
(ALG1IF4) 

CCSS Mathematical Content CCSS Mathematical 
Practice 

Content 

 
3

rd
/14 days 

 

 
Expressions and 
Equations 

 
Interpret the structure of expressions 
A.SSE.1 - Interpret expressions that represent a 

quantity in terms of its context. Focus on quadratic 
and exponential expressions. 
a. Interpret parts of an expression, such as terms, 

factors, and coefficients. 
b. Interpret complicated expressions by viewing 

one or more of their parts as a single entity. 
For example, interpret P(1+r)

n
 as the product of 

P and a factor not depending on P. Exponents 
are extended from the integer exponents found 
in Unit 1 to rational exponents focusing on 
those that represent square or cube roots. 

A.SSE.2 - Use the structure of an expression to 

identify ways to rewrite it. For example, see x
4 

– y
4 

as (x
2
)
2
 – (y

2
)
2
, thus recognizing it as a difference of 

squares that can be factored as (x
2
 – y

2
)(x

2 
+ y

2
). 

Write expressions in equivalent forms to solve 
problems 
A.SSE.3 - Choose and produce an equivalent form 

of an expression to reveal and explain properties of 
the quantity represented by the expression. It is 
important to balance conceptual understanding and 

 
Directly addressed practices 
are underlined  
 

1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 

2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 

3. Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of 
others. 

4. Model with mathematics. 

5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 

6. Attend to precision. 
7. Look for and make use of 

structure. 
8. Look for and express 

regularity in repeated 
reasoning. 

 
myOER: 

 

Solving Quadratic Equations: 
Cutting Corners 
 
Rags to Riches or Riches to 
Rags? 

 
 
Lesson examples above 
address at least one (or more) of 
the Common Core State 
Standards included in this 
Instructional Focus. To find more 
lessons for this instructional 
focus, please use the 
Advanced Search and type 

the keyword – ALG1IF4.  
 
Teacher: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GIliRrIFg6V4-WZ4Z6jBwDeZ94SAwgTORh565WI1Kf8/edit?authkey=CL_i96kD&hl=en_US&authkey=CL_i96kD
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1W8CsKx5bepfw9cyNsNAwpt171CuQ6XzlHWq6uXHL_hU/edit?authkey=CIrRjeME&hl=en_US&authkey=CIrRjeME
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pxI3w38ouSGlgOXTW5f27aqq_Rms0Z8COgvG-DA5QHc/edit?authkey=CMzOiooF&hl=en_US&authkey=CMzOiooF
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EgBQSZap3g4iybCEHN9bUVxr2WjsHiCCPD3-vvubEI4/edit?authkey=COC8qpkM&hl=en_US&authkey=COC8qpkM
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EKjrQYGS_vCJpyP2ODbkftapbg8JezD3Bsnn5u-cR-w/edit?authkey=CMLA8_AC&hl=en_US&authkey=CMLA8_AC
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10Bzo0IBGKCQvWRKiliXIO94Kew7_IBFKk_8BiqCMWEA/edit?authkey=CLDsrrMM&hl=en_US&authkey=CLDsrrMM
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP2.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP2.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SM6.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP7.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP7.pdf
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=76061#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=76061#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=76136#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=76136#aScrollTop


procedural fluency in work with equivalent 
expressions. For example, development of skill in 
factoring and completing the square goes hand-in-
hand with understanding what different forms of a 
quadratic expression reveal. 
a. Factor a quadratic expression to reveal the 

zeros of the function it defines. 
b. Complete the square in a quadratic expression 

to reveal the maximum or minimum value of 
the function it defines. 

c. Use the properties of exponents to transform 
expressions for exponential functions. For 
example the expression 1.15

t
 can be rewritten 

as (1.15
1/12

)
12t

 ≈ 1.012
12t

 to reveal the 
approximate equivalent monthly interest rate if 
the annual rate is 15%. 

Perform arithmetic operations on polynomials 
A.APR.1 - Understand that polynomials form a 

system analogous to the integers, namely, they are 
closed under the operations of addition, subtraction, 
and multiplication; add, subtract, and multiply 
polynomials. Focus on polynomial expressions that 
simplify to forms that are linear or quadratic in a 
positive integer power of x.  
Create equations that describe numbers or 
relationships 
A.CED.1 - Create equations and inequalities in one 

variable and use them to solve problems. Include 
equations arising from linear and quadratic 
functions, and simple rational and exponential 
functions. 
A.CED.2 - Create equations in two or more 

variables to represent relationships between 
quantities; graph equations on coordinate axes with 
labels and scales. 
A.CED.4 - Rearrange formulas to highlight a 

quantity of interest, using the same reasoning as in 
solving equations. For example, rearrange Ohm’s 
law V = IR to highlight resistance R. Extend to 
formulas involving squared variables. 
Solve equations and inequalities in one variable 
A.REI.4 - Solve quadratic equations in one variable. 

 Use the method of completing the square to 
transform any quadratic equation in x into an 
equation of the form (x – p)

2
 = q that has the same 

solutions. Derive the quadratic formula from this 
form. 
Solve quadratic equations by inspection (e.g., for x

2
 

= 49), taking square roots, completing the square, 
the quadratic formula and factoring, as appropriate 
to the initial form of the equation. Recognize when 
the quadratic formula gives complex solutions and 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ioAep3c7TMlfDqqHf4WalIoMgBp8Z2ZtaQUsYlHO0S0/edit?authkey=CMKn7sgL&hl=en_US&authkey=CMKn7sgL
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Sfq73OJP9nQEdSEngYGAY5auuPbEuDoou9rK9-PNqIY/edit?authkey=CIOA39wP&hl=en_US&authkey=CIOA39wP
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pmbe5ZprsFqW1KQyu8NS6deoAMXx8Gislsn7nd3udEg/edit?authkey=CJGUso8C&hl=en_US&authkey=CJGUso8C
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1G2dvLU9qP2sxcMVBs1WN_EBef0p5htAlkigHauKWHEI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1S5304uN9XkswzJ3Q0Ml3fGx4KwE6XQhyH3QHoB2_ZuY/edit?authkey=CPzfisIE&hl=en_US&authkey=CPzfisIE


write them as a ± bi for real numbers a and b. 
Students should learn of the existence of the 
complex number system, but will not solve 
quadratics with the complex solutions. 
Solve systems of equations 
A.REI.7 - Solve a simple system consisting of a 

linear equation and a quadratic equation in two 
variables algebraically and graphically. For 
example, find the points of intersection between the 
line y = –3x and the circle x

2
 + y

2
 = 3. 

Include systems consisting of one linear and one 
quadratic equation. Include systems that lead to 
work with fractions. For example, finding the 
intersections between x

2
+y

2
=1 and y=(x+1)/2 leads 

to the point (3/5,4/5) on the unit circle, 
corresponding to the Pythagorean triple 3

2
+4

2
=5

2
 

 
Suggested 

Quarter/Time 
Instructional 

Focus 5 
(ALG1IF5) 

CCSS Mathematical Content CCSS Mathematical 
Practice 

Content 

 
3

rd – 
4

th
/46 days 

 

 
Quadratic 
Functions and 
Modeling 

Use properties of rational and irrational 

numbers 

N.RN.3 -  Explain why the sum or product of two 

rational numbers is rational; that the sum of a 

rational number and an irrational number is 

irrational; and that the product of a nonzero 

rational number and an irrational number is 

irrational.  Connect to physical situations, e.g., 

finding the perimeter of a square of area 2.  

Interpret functions that arise in applications in 

terms of a context 

F.IF.4 - For a function that models a relationship 

between two quantities, interpret key features of 

graphs and tables in terms of the quantities, and 

sketch graphs showing key features given a 

verbal description of the relationship. Key features 

include: intercepts; intervals where the function is 

increasing, decreasing, positive, or negative; 

relative maximums and minimums; symmetries; 

end behavior; and periodicity. Focus on quadratic 

functions; compare with linear and exponential 

functions studied in unit 2. 

F.IF.5 - Relate the domain of a function to its 

graph and, where applicable, to the quantitative 

relationship it describes. For example, if the 

function h(n) gives the number of person-hours it 

 
Directly addressed practices 
are underlined  
 

1. Make sense of problems and 
persevere in solving them. 

2. Reason abstractly and 
quantitatively. 

3. Construct viable arguments 
and critique the reasoning of 
others. 

4. Model with mathematics. 

5. Use appropriate tools 
strategically. 

6. Attend to precision. 
7. Look for and make use of 

structure. 
8. Look for and express 

regularity in repeated 
reasoning. 

 
myOER: 

 
Marathon Man 
 
Aussie Fir Tree 
 

Rational and Irrational 
numbers 1 

 
Lesson examples above 
address at least one (or more) of 
the Common Core State 
Standards included in this 
Instructional Focus. To find more 
lessons for this instructional 
focus, please use the 
Advanced Search and type 

the keyword – ALG1IF5.  
 
Teacher: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nxWnMJ5jKMbXhgJU9EMCpcjK8V_bGDidu74nvr9dzCE/edit?authkey=CPiC5M8E&hl=en_US&authkey=CPiC5M8E
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y7z6d0FsDNvHT-xpVm7VNMV7GbY2yVM8Jj7bBDRQA3g/edit?authkey=CMDmjswP&hl=en_US&authkey=CMDmjswP
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sYhL4sj2HiFnYZdAeHa8At6oQjf587Pf37Bbe1DFtTk/edit?authkey=CMOvl8wD&hl=en_US&authkey=CMOvl8wD
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KazmKUlL9WtK2HsB5S9kt5M2g1Z8ZCulWjEGEc1uBB0/edit?authkey=CMufhqwC&hl=en_US&authkey=CMufhqwC
file://pcshare2/mtorgrude/common%20core/Curation/Blueprints/smpimages/smp2.jpg
file://pcshare2/mtorgrude/common%20core/Curation/Blueprints/smpimages/smp2.jpg
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP3.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP3.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP3.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP4.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP5.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP5.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP8.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP8.pdf
http://sdcounts.tie.wikispaces.net/file/view/SMP8.pdf
http://www.myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=76729#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=76726#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=77061#aScrollTop
http://myoer.org/index.php?P=FullRecord&ResourceId=77061#aScrollTop


takes to assemble n engines in a factory, then the 

positive integers would be an appropriate domain 

for the function. 

F.IF.6 - Calculate and interpret the average rate of 

change of a function (presented symbolically or as 

a table) over a specified interval. Estimate the rate 

of change from a graph. 

Analyze functions using different 

representations 

F.IF.7 - Graph functions expressed symbolically 

and show key features of the graph, by hand in 

simple cases and using technology for more 

complicated cases. Compare and contrast 

absolute value, step and piecewise-defined 

functions with linear, quadratic, and exponential 

functions. Highlight issues of domain, range, and 

usefulness when examining piecewise-defined 

functions. 

a. Graph linear and quadratic functions and 

show intercepts, maxima, and minima. 

b. Graph square root, cube root, and piecewise-

defined functions, including step functions 

and absolute value functions. 

F.IF.8 - Write a function defined by an expression 

in different but equivalent forms to reveal and 

explain different properties of the function. 

a. Use the process of factoring and completing 

the square in a quadratic function to show 

zeros, extreme values, and symmetry of the 

graph, and interpret these in terms of a 

context. 

b. Use the properties of exponents to interpret 
expressions for exponential functions. For 
example, identify percent rate of change in 
functions such as y = (1.02)

t
, y = (0.97)

t
, y = 

(1.01)
12t

, y = (1.2)
t/10

, and classify them as 
representing exponential growth or decay. 

F.IF.9 - Compare properties of two functions each 

represented in a different way (algebraically, 

graphically, numerically in tables, or by verbal 

descriptions). For example, given a graph of one 

quadratic function and an algebraic expression for 

another, say which has the larger maximum. 

Focus on expanding the types of functions 

considered to include, linear, exponential, and 

quadratic. Include the relationship between 

coefficients and roots, and that once roots are 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1k7k7bUhZ-aJAADuS0AQD6oDF0HStXEZS3PH5u8y1-8w/edit?authkey=CI6Bu5YM&hl=en_US&authkey=CI6Bu5YM
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13duGO3Qhr4PKTg5vdwMt0f4eO51-2Qcvl8sRpy1LlYY/edit?authkey=CLrYzmw&hl=en_US&authkey=CLrYzmw
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fQcJ2WEJ0z4vkyrdSV2_tEmZhwZbgLp2W9ScAc4brbA/edit?authkey=CMHlpacL&hl=en_US&authkey=CMHlpacL
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kr88d0KMqPovoyUV3riYDcW-F2ZFwcfzHh4JNJLvQDM/edit?authkey=CNjAkLEM&hl=en_US&authkey=CNjAkLEM


known, a quadratic equation can be factored. 

Build a function that models a relationship 

between two quantities 

F.BF.1 - Write a function that describes a 

relationship between two quantities. Focus on 

situations that exhibit a quadratic relationship. 

a. Determine an explicit expression, a recursive 

process, or steps for calculation from a 

context. 

b. Combine standard function types using 

arithmetic operations. For example, build a 

function that models the temperature of a 

cooling body by adding a constant function to 

a decaying exponential, and relate these 

functions to the model. 

Build new functions from existing functions 

F.BF.3 - Identify the effect on the graph of 

replacing f(x) by f(x) + k, k f(x), f(kx), and f(x + k) 

for specific values of k (both positive and 

negative); find the value of k given the graphs. 

Experiment with cases and illustrate an 

explanation of the effects on the graph using 

technology. Include recognizing even and odd 

functions from their graphs and algebraic 

expressions for them. Focus on quadratic 

functions, and consider including absolute value 

functions.  

F.BF.4 - Find inverse functions. 

a. Solve an equation of the form f(x) = c for a 

simple function f that has an inverse and 

write an expression for the inverse. For 

example, f(x) = 2x
3
 or f(x) = (x+1)/(x-1) for x ≠ 

1.  

Focus on linear functions but consider simple 

situations where the domain of the function 

must be restricted in order for the inverse to 

exist, such as f(x)=x
2
, x>0. 

Construct and compare linear, quadratic, and 

exponential models and solve problems 

F.LE.3 - Observe using graphs and tables that a 

quantity increasing exponentially eventually 

exceeds a quantity increasing linearly, 

quadratically, or (more generally) as a polynomial 

function. Compare linear and exponential growth 

to quadratic growth. 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1YZovUOExKlhTrco9Mil3RsOxtz4tbHRCIOYZxFwfKUk/edit?authkey=COqO4ckO&hl=en_US&authkey=COqO4ckO
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vu5LMTs-9qfuqtLnVQNCOYOBhzFZ8JmJhTmNt_Hii7g/edit?authkey=CNqXm40J&hl=en_US&authkey=CNqXm40J
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hKxSJsGj4KmpvNmUjgCIKWTfHgTycubJgJYiHeOyrkU/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vQ63a-N2CFliVA7ZGZFwhjUrWiqB7GJXqOFMQtA9iyg/edit?authkey=CMjm2PwD&hl=en_US&authkey=CMjm2PwD


Content-myOER:  

myOER.org (OER—open educational resources = free) is a website containing ELA and Mathematics resources aligned to the Common Core 

Standards and Standards of Mathematical Practice. The resources added by South Dakota curators have been rated using a strict rubric to 

support best practices in teaching. (The rubric can be found at myOER.org under the Resources tab.) Only lessons rating a 2 or 3 are uploaded to 

the myOER by our SD curators. This blueprint offers two examples of content available through myOER. Numerous additional free resources 

aligned to the CCSS are available at myOER. 

 

Adapted from The Charles A. Dana Center at the University of Texas at Austin; CommonCoreTools.me by Bill McCallum; and Common Core State Standards for Mathematics, 

http://doe.sd.gov/board/packets/documents/Sept10/CommonCore_document3.pdf, http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_Mathematics_Appendix_A.pdf 

 

http://www.utdanacenter.org/
http://doe.sd.gov/board/packets/documents/Sept10/CommonCore_document3.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_Mathematics_Appendix_A.pdf

